BAUMGARTEN (ROLF)

(1936 - 2012)

In Éiri 23 (1972), pp. 235-241.
Discusses the grammar, idiom and contents of the dialogue in TBF lines 361-362 (as ed. by W. MEID 1967 [BILL 4991]).

In Celtica 10 (1973), pp. 211-236.
Includes sections on typology, morphology, common elements, female names, borrowed names, frequency list of the most common names, and an index of names and elements discussed.
O’Brien (Michael A.)

4982. Baumgarten (Rolf): Alf Sommerfelt’s proposals for an Irish linguistic survey, 1941.
In StH 14 (1974), pp. 124-139.

1540. Baumgarten (Rolf): A crux in Echtrae Conlai.
In Éigse 16/1 (Samhradh, 1975), pp. 18-23.
On the interpretation of the quatrain beg. Táth uair(u) is ar álaib, in §5 (as ed. by J. Pokorny 1928 and H. P. A. Oskamp 1974).


In Éigse 16/3 (Samhradh, 1976), pp. 239-242.

289. Dillon (Myles): The Irish settlements in Wales.


Emends dítín (IT ii l. 52 (ditën YBL), l. 53 (ditin Eqg. 1782)) to díthin, v.n. of do-feid and translates Is oc díthin do bíos-siu atáu sa oclus bia as ‘I am and I shall be bringing about your death’.

© School of Celtic Studies, DIAS 2019
Original address: https://bill.celt.dias.ie/vol4/pdf/author.php?AuthorID=75
A medieval etymology of Scotti from the *Lebor Gabála*.

1371. Baumgarten (Rolf): The geographical orientation of Ireland in Isidore and Orosius.  
On the origin of the description of the position of Ireland in the 11th c. 'Minigud' recension of *Lebor gabála Érenn* (cf. R. Thurneysen, *Zu irischen Handschriften und Literaturdenkmälern*, §15. Leabhar gabhála [Best 2 1017]).

3247. Baumgarten (Rolf): The kindred metaphors in *Bechbretha* and *Coibnes uisci baireidhe*.  
On the use of the analogy of the four categories of kinship (*gélfinn*, *dertfínne*, *tarfínne*, *indfínne*) applied to three cases of neighbourhood law: I. *Bechbretha* §§9-11, 18-22; II. *Bechbretha* §§12-13; III. *Coibnes uisci baireidhe* §§1-3, 8. With linguistic discussion and English translation.  
Appendix: ad D. A. Binch, in *Celtica* 10 (1973), p. 80 [Aithgabál bech].

10449. Baumgarten (Rolf): Placenames, etymology, and the structure of *Finnagacht*.  
Discusses various examples of medieval Irish literary etymologizing: 1. *Oisín* (from *Dinnechenchus*); 2. *áed síg* (from *Echtra Conli*); 3. *Cenn Curig, Curroch Lifi* and *Bodamair* (from *Brúdain Átha hÍ*); 4. *Adarna Ischna* and *Léimm Finn* (from *Aided Find*).  


Rev. by  
Patrick Sims-Williams, in *CMCS* 13 (Summer, 1987), pp. 104-105.


4237. Baumgarten (Rolf): Kuno Meyer's Irish manuscript.
   On the discovery of MS RIA 23 M 70, previously owned by Kuno Meyer, containing the 1631 recension of Leabhar gabhála by Michéil Ó Cléirigh, probably an autograph.


   In NSCS 2 (Nov., 1988), pp. 32–33.

4240. Baumgarten (Rolf): The School of Irish Learning.


   In Ériu 41 (1990), pp. 115–122.
   On the de-onymization of place-names.

1181. Baumgarten (Rolf): Discourse markers in medieval Irish texts: ce, oair, ní, and similar features.
   1. Functional identity of ce, oir, esc, and oair; 2. Origin of oair and ces; 3. ce(s)ce; 4. ní insae, ní ansae, ní hnánsa; ní insae; 5. Translation, leto style, stylistic variation; 6. ce(s)st, ceist; 7. Conclusions. Incl. index of texts referred to.


4241. Baumgarten (Rolf): CURIA.
   In NSCS 6 (May, 1993), p. 32.
   On the archive of early Irish texts on-line.


Discussion of the origins of the phrase *co nómad n-ó* and of its application in (1) *Críth gablach* and *Cóic conara fugill*; (2) *Audacht Moraind* and the *Rule of Mochta*; and (3) *Ces Noínden* and the metrical *Dindshenchas*.


Outlines the Isidorian etymological methodology and illustrates its application in Irish scholarship with four examples from Irish hagiography.


Discusses glosses and commentaries on Psalm 79:13–14 with particular reference to Mt. 102a15, and points out the Psalm’s relevance to the argument favouring the priority of *Vita I S. Brigitae* over *Vita II*.